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Vision Toolbox and iChart 2000
Vision testing enters the 21st century
Vision Toolbox and iChart 2000 are applications for the Apple tablets (iPad and iPad
Mini) and the iPhone, designed to be used by eye care professionals. The applications
are designed to replace the plethora of near vision tests cards and boxes with one
versatile and elegant solution. They also contain a wide selection of vision tests scaled
for 3 metres which may be used for distance vision testing, a selection of images to
help explain eye conditions to patients and a toolkit for helping with optics/vision
related calculations.

1 Background
The potential of computer displays for presenting
visual test stimuli was first recognized almost 50
years ago and since then computer-generated
stimuli have been used extensively in vision
research. In the early days, the quality of the
displays was relatively poor and the equipment was
prohibitively expensive, limiting the use of these
systems to research laboratories. However, over
the past decade there have been dramatic
developments in computer and display technology
and in the late 80s a number of clinicians started to explore the possibility of using
computer displays for vision assessment in the consulting room.
In the mid 90s, a team of vision scientists and programmers led by Professor David
Thomson set about developing the software to exploit emerging technology to provide
eye care professionals with a powerful new set of tools for vision assessment in the
consulting room. This team has now developed an extensive portfolio of programs for
vision assessment and screening which are now in use throughout the world and have
won a number of awards.
Test Chart 2000 was launched in January 2000 after extensive beta-testing and
evaluation. The program provided a cost-effective and extremely versatile alternative
to back-illuminated charts and projectors and the response from clinicians was
immediate and enthusiastic. Since then, over 6000 consulting rooms in the UK alone
have adopted the program.
Test Chart 2000 provided a powerful new tool for assessing distance vision but
clinicians still had to rely on an array of printed test cards and “boxes” for assessing
near vision. Pressure grew from users to produce a program which would do for near
vision testing what Test Chart 2000 had done for distance vision testing.
In early 2002, the development team started work on Near Chart 2000. After
extensive evaluation and beta testing, the program was launched in April 2003. This
program has proved to be quite popular but has always been limited by the screen
resolution / pixel size of the display technology.
The introduction of the iPad and iPhone has largely overcome this limitation. The
combination of a high resolution screen and versatile interface in an elegant handheld
unit has opened up exciting new opportunities for near vision testing.
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The team initially developed iChart2000 for the iPhone and this rapidly became a
favorite with eye care professionals. The introduction of the iPad several years later
opened up more possibilities and the team set about developing the Vision Toolbox to
take advantage of the larger screen size. More recently, the apps have been updated
to work with the iPad Mini and exploit the full resolution of the retina displays.
In the latest version, the Vision Toolbox and iChart2000 share a common structure
and many of the tests are similar although rescaled accordingly. The apps will
automatically sense the screen size and resolution and adjust the images accordingly.
This manual will use screen shots from iChart2000 but the structure and tests are
very similar for the Vision Toolbox.
PLEASE NOTE: The apps contain several hundred images and therefore employ
caching in order to minimize the memory required. The app may take up to 20
seconds to initialize the images the first time the app is used – thereafter the tests
should load almost instantly.

2 Overall structure
The apps include a huge range of tests and stimuli. These are categorized into four
modes:


Near tests: A large selection of tests designed for assessing “near vision”.
The iPod or iPhone is held at a typical reading distance (e.g. 40cm) for these
tests.



3m tests: A range of tests and stimuli designed to be viewed from 3 metres.
These may be used within the consulting room or for domiciliary testing.



Patient information: A selection of images and a video to help explain
various eye conditions to patients.



Toolkit: This contains a number of calculators to help with optics and vision
related calculations.
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The required mode is selected from the opening menu.
A secondary menu will then be displayed showing the groups of tests. Different tests
within each group are selected by either swiping the screen horizontally or rotating the
iPhone/iPad. The tests available in each group and in each mode will be described in
detail in the following sections.

In many cases, a different set of tests is available depending on
the orientation of the iPhone/iPad. If no test is available in the
current orientation, a screen similar to the one shown will be
displayed to show the orientations available in the current
mode.

For clarity, the four potential orientations will be referred to as the following throughout
this documentation:

Landscape Right

Portrait

Landscape Left Upside down
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3 Near tests
Selecting Near tests from the main menu displays the Near tests secondary menu
shown below:

There are nine groups of near vision tests.

Reading tests
This group displays conventional reading test types calibrated in point size (N5, N6,
N8 etc.) where the point size refers to the height of the body of the letters in units of
1/72 of an inch.

When the screen is first displayed a small window confirming
how to toggle between modes is displayed. For example, the
message displayed below confirms that the screen must be
tapped with two fingers to return to the overlay mode. The
action required to toggle overlays can be selected from the
Setup screen

Rotating the iPad/iPhone displays passages of text suitable for children as shown
below.
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Swiping the screen from right to left displays the next test in the sequence – in this
case text of decreasing font size.
Tapping the screen with two fingers displays a menu with the following options:

The slider switch at the top of the screen locks the rotation of the device.

Thumbnails shows small images of all the tests in the current collection. This will
depend on the mode and the orientation of the device.
8
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Tapping on any of the images will cause the selected image to be displayed. This is
particularly useful in modes which contain a large number of tests / images.
Selecting Slides displays a slideshow of all the images/tests contained in the current
collection. The timing of the slideshow can be set from the Setup screen.
Selecting Draw allows the user to draw on the screen. This is mainly used for the
Amsler charts and for annotating the images in the Patient Information library.

The colour of the “pen” can be changed by tapping on the coloured box in the top right
corner of the screen. This will display the available palette of colours as shown below.

The annotated image can be saved to the Camera Roll by selecting Save. From there
it can be edited, emailed etc.
PLEASE NOTE: These functions are available for all of the test screens
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A different collection of tests and images are displayed in each of the four orientations
that the device is held.
Portrait: Test types for adults
Landscape right: Test types for children
Upside down: Test types for children
Landscape left: Test types for adults

LogMAR reading tests
This group displays rows of text scaled according to LogMAR (Log or the Minimum
Angle of Resolution) principles. The size of the text is shown in LogMAR units in the
left column and the equivalent Snellen in the right column.
A variety of text and text formats is available by rotating the device and from swiping
the screen from left to right and described above. A selection of the test configurations
is shown below.
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Portrait: LogMAR reading charts for adults
Landscape right: LogMAR reading charts for children
Upside down: LogMAR reading charts for children
Landscape left: LogMAR reading charts for adults

LogMAR acuity
Selecting this option displays logMAR and Snellen charts scaled for viewing at 100cm.
The size of the letters is shown in LogMAR units in the left column and Snellen format
in the right column.
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A different collection of tests and images are displayed in each of the four orientations
that the device is held.
Portrait: LogMAR reading chart
Landscape right: Tumbling E and Landolt C LogMAR chart scaled for 1 metre
Upside down: Tumbling E and Landolt C Snellen chart scaled for 1 metre
Landscape left: Letter LogMAR chart scaled for 1 metre

Task images
One of the purposes of near vision testing is to ensure that a patient has adequate
vision to perform everyday tasks such as reading a newspaper, yellow pages, maps
etc.
The apps contain a selection of such images. The magnification of these images can
be adjusted by tapping the screen and selecting Zoom from the menu. The image can
then be moved around by simply moving your finger over the screen. The
magnification can be changed by moving two fingers together or apart while touching
the screen.
A selection of the available images are shown below.
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A different collection of tests and images are displayed in each of the four orientations
that the device is held.
Portrait: Bible, maps, letter etc
Landscape right: Computer screen images for assessing DSE users
Upside down: Bible, maps, letter etc
Landscape left: Miscellaneous task images

Binocular vision tests
The apps include a number of tests to assess binocular
status. These tests use red/green filters to present
different images to each eye. Most red/green filters are
suitable for the purpose or visors matched exactly to
the screen colours can be purchased from Thomson
Software Solutions.
The Binocularity test is designed to assess the ability of
the brain to integrate information from both eyes. The
first two letters are seen by the right eye (assuming the
red filter is in front of the right eye), the middle letter is
seen by both eyes and the last two letters are seen by
the left eye.

The patient is asked to read the letters. Patients with good binocularity will read the
complete words. If a patient reads CHA it implies that they are suppressing the left eye
while reading AIN suggests that they are suppressing the right eye. Some grading of
binocular status is possible by recording the smallest word that can be read
completely.
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The second test assesses horizontal fixation disparity. The
patient views the screen through the red/green visors. The
letters are seen binocularly while the markers above and
below the + are seen by the right and left eyes respectively.
The patient is asked to fixate on the central cross and report
if the lines above and below appear to be in a straight line.
Any misalignment can be neutralized refractively or using
appropriate prisms. This provides useful information for
prescribing spectacles for close work.

The third test assesses vertical fixation disparity and is
applied in the same manner as described for horizontal
fixation disparity (see above).

The final test is a version of the Worth 4 dot test. The
patient views the screen through the red/green filters and
is asked to report how many dots they see. The black dot
is seen by both eyes, the red dot is seen by the left eye
and the two cyan dots are seen by the right eye.
Therefore, a patient with binocular vision will report four
dots, a patient suppressing the right eye will report seeing
two dots and a patient suppressing the left eye will report
seeing three dots.
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Rotating the iPad/ iPhone to Upside Down mode displays a number of stimuli to
assess stereopsis (3D vision). The patient views the screen through the red/green
filters. The images present slightly different views to each eye which the brain
interprets as depth so that the images appear to stand out or recede into the screen.

The remaining screen displays a random array of red and cyan dots. When this pattern
is viewed through the red and green visors, patients with stereopsis will see a letter
standing out from the screen. Some degree of grading is possible by viewing the
various images with different degrees of disparity. The equivalent stereoacuity is
shown in seconds of arc on each screen.

Duochrome tests
Selecting this option displays a variety of images against a duochrome (red/green)
background. This can be used to assess accommodative lag/lead in younger patients
and to fine-tune presbyopic corrections for older patients.
The same set of images are displayed in all four orientations.
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Amsler grids
The Amsler grid is designed to detect subtle disturbances within the centre of the
visual field and is particularly useful for patients with macula degeneration. A variety
of grids are displayed to test different aspect of visual function.

A variety of Amsler charts are available including a chart with an extended fixation
target for those with a central scotoma.
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The instructions to the patient for all of these displays is to stare at the cross in the
centre and report is any of the lines are faded or missing and if any of the lines are
distorted.

To record the position of any fading or distortion, tap the
screen with two fingers and select Draw from the menu.
The patient may then draw on the screen directly with
their finger to indicate the affected part of the grid.
This image can then be saved by tapping the screen with
two fingers again and selecting Save. The colour used to
draw with can be change by tapping the coloured box at
the top of the screen and the drawing can be erased by
selecting Reset.
This image now appears in the Photos directory and can
be emailed to a computer to be printed or recorded in the
patient’s notes.
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This group contains a collection of images for the patient
to fixate on while the clinician is performing various
tests, for example a cover test.
The images can be made to change automatically to
form a slideshow by tapping with two fingers on the
screen and selecting Slideshow from the menu. The
timing and transition between images can be changed
from the main Settings menu.

A selection of the images available is shown below.
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A different collection of tests and images are displayed in each of the four orientations
that the device is held.
Portrait: Words and clown
Landscape right: Crosses
Upside down: Words and clown
Landscape left: Photos

Miscellaneous tests
The Miscellaneous tests group contains various additional tests.
The same images are shown in each orientation

The first image is a simple vertical line which may be
used to assess the near point of convergence.

The second image is designed to be used in conjunction
with a cross-cylinder for fine-tuning a near addition. The
cross-cylinder is held in front of the patient’s eye with its
power axes vertical and horizontal. The patient is asked
if the horizontal and vertical lines are equally clear (or
equally blurred). If so the reading addition is correct. If
the lines aligned with the positive axis of the crosscylinder are clearer, the reading addition should be
increased and vice versa if the lines aligned with the
negative axis are clearer.
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The third image is a fan for detecting the presence of astigmatism.

The fourth and fifth images are a vertical and horizontal red bar. These are designed
to be used in conjunction with a red Maddox rod.

The test should be conducted in a darkened room. Place
the Maddox rod with the groves horizontal in front of one
eye and ask the patient to look at the vertical red bar
They should see the red bar with one eye and a red
streak with the other eye. The horizontal phoria can be
measured by determining the prism power required to
align the streak with the bar.
Vertical phorias can be measured in the same way by
rotating the Maddox rod and using the horizontal red bar.
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4 3m tests
Selecting 3m tests for the main menu will cause a secondary menu to be displayed as
shown below:

All these tests are designed to be used at 3 metres and are therefore suitable for
assessing distance vision in the consulting room where the patient is unable to use the
normal test chart or for site visits and domiciliaries.

LogMAR Acuity
Selecting this option displays a variety of LogMAR and Snellen test charts.
The size of the letters is labeled in LogMAR units and Snellen format.

Swiping the screen from right to left displays letters of increasing size. As the letters
get larger, the number of letters per row decreases. Where this occurs, multiple charts
are provided so that the patient still has to read five letters and a true LogMAR score
can be calculated.
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A different format chart is available for each or the device orientations.
Portrait: Snellen chart with letters
Landscape right: LogMAR chart with letters
Upside down: Snellen chart with tumbling Es
Landscape left: LogMAR chart with tumbling Es

Single letter acuity
Selecting this option displays single crowded optotypes. These may be used to assess
the visual acuity of children or those who are unable to read a full chart.

Several letters are available at each size so that a LogMAR score can be established.
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A different optotype is displayed for each or the device orientations.
Portrait: Letters
Landscape right: Sheridan-Gardener letters
Upside down: Tumbling Es
Landscape left: Landolt Cs

Children’s acuity
Selecting this option displays single crowded optotypes for assessing the visual acuity
of young children.

A different optotype is displayed for each or the device orientations.
Portrait: Sheridan-Gardener crowded singles
Landscape right: Sheridan-Gardener linear
Upside down: Tumbling Es
Landscape left: Lea symbol crowded singles

Duochrome tests
Selecting this option displays rings, dots and letters against a duochrome (red and
green) background. This is a useful test for fine-tuning the distance prescription during
a refraction.
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Cross cylinder tests
Selecting this option displays circles and dots designed to be used during the cross
cylinder tests.
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Registration plate
Selecting this option will display a series of UK number plates scaled for the 3m
viewing distance. These images use the actual number plate fonts and spacing and
therefore provide a realistic assessment of a patient’s ability to pass the statutory
driving requirements in the UK. Front and back number plates are included at different
brightness to simulate the likely variation encountered under normal test conditions.

Fixation images
This group contains a series of targets and images for fixation.
The images can be made to change automatically to form a slideshow by tapping two
fingers on the screen and selecting Slideshow from the menu. The timing and
transition between images can be changed from the main Settings menu.

A different set of images is displayed for each or the device orientations.
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Portrait: Spots
Landscape right: Clowns
Upside down: Photos
Landscape left: Spots and Crosses

Binocular vision tests
The apps include a number of tests to assess distance binocular status. These tests
use red/green filters to present different images to each eye. Most red/green filters are
suitable for the purpose or visors matched exactly to the screen colours can be
purchased from Thomson Software Solutions.

For the fixation disparity tests, the patient views the screen through the red/green
visors. The letters are seen binocularly while the markers above and below the + are
seen by the right and left eyes respectively.
The patient is asked to fixate on the central cross and report if the lines above and
below appear to be in a straight line.
Any misalignment can be neutralized refractively or using appropriate prisms. .
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For the Worth 4 dot test, the patient views the screen
through the red/green filters and is asked to report how
many dots they see. The black dot is seen by both
eyes, the red dot is seen by the left eye and the two
cyan dots are seen by the right eye. Therefore, a
patient with binocular vision will report four dots, a
patient suppressing the right eye will report seeing two
dots and a patient suppressing the left eye will report
seeing three dots.

Rotating the iPad/ iPhone to Landscape right displays a series of random dot
stereograms for assessing distance stereopsis. The patient views these through red /
green visors and should see a letter emerge in depth. The stereo disparity associated
with each image is shown on the screen.
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5 Patient info
Selecting Patient Info from the main menu opens a secondary menu as shown below:

This group displays a series of images and a video to help explain various conditions
and solutions to patients. The magnification of these images can be adjusted by
tapping with two fingers on the screen and selecting Zoom from the menu. The image
can then be moved around by simply moving your finger over the screen. The
magnification can be changed by moving two fingers together or apart while touching
the screen.
You may also draw on the screen by tapping the screen and selecting Draw from the
menu, then simply drawing with your finger on the screen.
The images are divided into five self explanatory categories.
Selecting Eye diagrams displays a series of model eyes to help explain the general
anatomy of the eye.

Selecting Eye disease displays a series of images of eyes with various eye diseases
and conditions.
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Selecting Front of eye displays a series of the external eye and anterior segment.

Selecting Retina displays a series of fundus images.

Selecting Videos displays a short sample compilation of patient education animations
available from Thomson Software Solutions (Insight).
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The video may be started, paused and rewound using the on-screen controls.

6 Toolkit
Selecting Toolkit form the main menu displays the secondary menu shown below.

The Toolkit contains five tools and calculators for use by eye care professionals.

Visual Acuity Converter
This calculator converts visual acuity measurements from one format to another.
For example, to calculate the LogMAR equivalent of 6/12, select Snellen (m) and dial
in 6/12 and select Done. The screen will be automatically updated to show the
equivalent to 6/12 in each of the other formats.
To convert from one of the other formats back to Snellen (m), simply select the
corresponding format and repeat the process.
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Select Reset to reset all the values to LogMAR 0.00 (6/6, 20/20 etc.). This will trigger
all other fields to be updated to the equivalent value

LogMAR scorer
A LogMAR chart is superior in design to a Snellen chart in a number of respects.
However, scoring a LogMAR chart can be confusing for the novice. This tool is
designed to assist during this learning phase.

Simply enter the number of letters that the patient reads correctly on each row and the
LogMAR score will be calculated automatically and displayed at the bottom of the
screen.
Select Reset to restore all rows down to LogMAR 0.00 to 5.

Vertex distance calculator
This tool calculates the equivalent power of a sphero-cylindrical lens on the eye taking
account of the vertex distance. This can be useful when fitting contact lenses for
patients with higher prescriptions.
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Enter the value for the Sphere, Cylinder and Vertex distance (mm) by selecting each in
turn and dialing in the appropriate value.

The mean sphere in the plane of the spectacles and the eye will be calculated for the
vertex distance specified.

Toric Contact Lens Over-Refraction Calculator
This tool calculates the residual refractive error when an over-refraction is carried out
when wearing a toric soft contact lens.
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Enter the prescription of the toric contact lens in the box labelled CL Rx.
Enter the over-refraction results in the box labelled Over Rx.
Enter the Vertex distance of the trial frame in the third box.
The program will then automatically resolve the two prescriptions and display an
estimate of the prescription of the contact lens which should render the patient
emmetropic.
NB. A number of other factors are likely to affect the result and the clinician is
expected to exercise their own judgement when ordering the final contact lens.
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Transposition Calculator
This calculator transforms a spectacle prescription from a minus cylinder to plus
cylinder format or vice versa.

Enter the prescription in either plus or minus cylinder format and the prescription will
automatically appear in the alternative format in the other box.

7 Program Settings
Selecting Settings from the main menu displays the secondary menu shown below.

The Sound option determines if auditory feedback is provided when the screen is
touched.
The Slideshow options determine the nature of the transition between slides and the
duration of each presentation.
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The Toggle Overlays option determines the finger gesture required to display the
overlay screen with menu options. By default this is set to 2 finger tap.
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Obtaining help
Vision Toolbox and iChart 2000 users are entitled to ongoing email and telephone
support. Please read this manual carefully before calling.
We are always looking for ways of improving our programs and value your feedback.
Email: support@thomson-software-solutions.com
Helpline 01707 414700
Web: www.thomson-software-solutions.com
Other programs from Thomson Software Solutions include:
 Test Chart 2000 Xpert
 Insight
 EMedInfo
 PC Hess Screen
 Coloured Overlay Screener
 Colour Screener XPerts
 Vision Screener for Schools
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